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 LITERARY COMPANION
 
Identical Rhyme
Here the same syllable or word is used twice so
that the hue rhymes with itself e g pait/irn
part [OBEV 562] unrv er0e/this Terse
[OBEV 617] The use of rhyming words spelt
differently but pronounced identically is also a
poetic licence e g Wright write right
Cockney Rhyme
Keats use of Cockney rhvmes has been much
criticised eg mourn/torn faces/vases
briar/attire There is still considerable differ
ence between Northern and Southern pronuncia
tion of English and many eminent poets have
availed themselves of a Southern pronunciation
in rhyming dawn/morn although in the North
of England the r of morn would be sounded
Assonance
Assonance is sometimes used instead of rhyme
and occurs frequently in early folk poetry and less
formal \er&e It consists in a similarity in the
accented vowels and those which follow but noo
in the consonants eg feet/cieep akin/
swim
 is more used than any other and ib the basis of
the following torms
Blank Verse Blink verse consisting of un
ihymed iambic pentameters is the nittre of
Shikespeares plivs Milton s Paradise Lost
\Vordsworths Prelude andTennj=ons Idylls
of the King id the hands of such masters it is
a most flexible instrument especially whtn
diversified with the eleven syllabled line with a
feminine ending Shakespeare used the metre
with increasing freedom though it mi st be
remembered th..t ^onie apparent variations are
due to the different pronunciation of Elizabethan
times
The folloving lines of blank verse occur in
"Wordsworths Prelude Book III He is des
cnbmg his rooms in St John s College Cambridge
And from my pillow looking forth by light
Of moon or favouring stars I could behold
The antechapel where the statue stood
Of iNewton with his prism and silent face
The marble index of a mind for ever
Voyaging  through strange seas of Thought
alone
 
Perversion of Rhyme
Modern poets   following "Wilfrid Owen   have
sometimes used a deliberate perversion of rhyme
which should not he confused with assonance
"Wilfrid Owen opens his bi*ter poem    A Terre
with the following stanza
Sit on the bed I m blind and three parts shell
Be careful can t shake hands now never shall
Both arms have mutinied against me —brutes
My fingers fidget hke ten idle brats
The deliberate falsity of rhvmes hke shall/
shell and brutes/brats conveys Owens
horror at the disintegration and collapse of the
First World "War
Recording oJ Rhyme Schemes
The conventional way of noting rhyme schemes
is to call the first series a the second 6 and so on
Normally each new series is indented e g
Joyful joyful!	a
When virginity1	b
Seeks all covful	a
Man s affinity	b
Pate all flowery	c
Bright and bowery1	c
Is her dowery'	c
Joyful joyful,	a
W & Gilbert     Yeomen of the Guard
IV   THE STANZA
Some poems are divided Into groups of toes
which strictly speaking are called stanzas
though in. popular language they axe often known
as verses Generally the stanzas of a poem
are uniform but sometimes they are varied as in
Milton s Lycidas [OBEV 325]
V  ENGLISH VERSE FORMS
English poetrv uses an immense wealth of verse
forms distinguishable from each other by the pre
dominating metre and also by the pattern of
rhyme and the kind of stanza—or by the absence
of rhyme and starusa. An account of these
follows
Iambic Metres.
The metre most natural to the English language
is undoubtedly the iambic
With Iambic Pentameter as Basis.
The iambic pentameter of five stresses and ten
syllables also called the iambic decasyllabic hue
 Heroic Couplet The heroic couplet consisting
of iambic pentameters rhyming in pairs was in
Elizabethan times called riding ihi me possiblj
because it is the metre of The Prolotrae of
Chaucer s Canterbnrj Tales and of many of
the tales themselves It became the most
fashionable metre of the eighteenth century v, htn
it was used b/ Pope Goldsmith and Johnson
Keats later employed it m Lamia
The Closed, Couplet was in the heyday of the
couplet s vogue considered the most polished and
correct Here the sentence form exactly coincides
Tuth the couplet and the rnyme has a churning
effect eg
True ease in writing comes from art not chance
As thej  move easiest who have learned to
dance
Pope was the supreme master of the closed couplet
and eschewed variations such as ergambement
or the Alexandrine
Enjanibement is a variation used by poets before
Pope s tune and revived by the Romantic poets
In enjambement the sentence flows over from one
line or couplet to the next and the click of the
rhyme is submerged e a Keatfe description of
Lamia in her berpent form with skin, of dazzling
hue
And full of silver moons that as she breathed
Dissolv d or brighter shone or mterwrtathed
Their lustres with the gloomier tapestries
Keats     Lamm
The Alexandnne another variation is a line of
six iambic feet Dryden made frequent use of
the Alexandnne but Pope parodied it in the
brilliant hne that serves as a mnemonic.
A needless Alexandnne ends the song
That like a wounded snake drags its slow length
along
The tnplet another variation consists of three
lines rhyming together The third hne is fre
auently an Alexandrine
Rhyme RoyaL Khyme royal has seven iambic
pentameters, rhyming ABABBCC Used by
Chaucer m Troilus and Cressida [OBEV 14
and 15] and Shakespeare m Lucrece it was
revived by Masefield in such poems as Dauber
Spenserian Stanza. The Spenserian stanza has
eight iambic pentameters followed by an Alex
andrine rhyming ABABBGBGO Invented by
Spenser m The Faerie Queene,' it was ttsed by
Byron in ChMe Harold " Keats in The Eve
of St Agnes, and Shefley in * Adcraais

